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Although the motivation behind targeted attack campaigns may vary, threat actors continue to go after
the ‘crown jewels’ or confidential company data of enterprises. Based on a Harvard Business Review
study,1 there are four types of data commonly stolen in targeted attacks: personally identifiable
information (PII) (28%), authentication credentials (21%), intellectual property (20%), and other sensitive
corporate/organizational data (16%).
Before getting to the crown jewels, though, attackers need to gather a whole lot of other information
about their target in order to infiltrate the network without being detected. This may involve gathering
publicly available information about the target, as well as information about the target’s network
infrastructure. The latter is often done with the use of malware, such as remote access tools or backdoors.

Backdoors play a critical role in targeted attacks. Besides being the primary tool for stealing data, it is also
through backdoors that attackers are able to go deeper into the target network without being detected.
For this reason, threat actors often employ a wide-array of backdoor techniques to evade detection.
For instance, attackers will launch a first-line backdoor to execute commands and establish commandand-control (C&C) communications. This will download the second-line backdoor that will steal
information from compromised systems that attackers can use to be able to go deeper into their target
networks. In the data exfiltration stage, backdoors are used for uploading files and employing certain
ports to hide attackers’ malicious tracks.

Figure 1. Backdoor techniques in targeted attacks
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Backdoors are applications typically used for remote access and to bypass intrusion detection systems
(IDSs). Despite its capabilities, IT administrators can armor their network against backdoor techniques2
used in targeted attacks with these recommended practices and solution technologies.


Use Firewall
Firewall serves to block/allow any network traffic and creates a ‘wall’ between client and network
to secure the network from threats. This can be used to block connections from a backdoor,
which usually communicates or ‘binds’ with specific server ports and protocols to launch
commands from an attacker, and consequently, establish control over their target servers.
IT administrators can configure its firewall settings to control network traffic. They can modify
their firewall to ensure that open ports connect only to the right/designated protocols. This can
prevent a backdoor from connecting to a specified C&C servers and protocols to use.
Apart from connecting to ports and protocols, attackers customize DNS lookup where the real
traffic to C&C server address is diverted via a customized lookup query to Web services. A
firewall can block the IP addresses the customized domain names lead to. However, IT
administrators need to identify those first.



Use Solutions That Monitor Network Packets
Threat actors check their connection to their C&C servers to ensure that the final payload is
executed via Netcat or Ping. This technique is dubbed as connection availability abuse. There are
cases when attackers incorporated Netcat-like capability/utility into their malware to bypass IDS.
To be able to detect this, IT administrators need to employ a solution that detects malicious
network patterns. However, some backdoors have the capability of appearing like a normal
HTTP protocol.
Legitimate platforms are also abused to go undetected in the network so that it can pass off as
normal network traffic that is commonly accessed. One targeted attack campaign abused blog
sites to store its C&C server information. PlugX RAT (remote access tool) abused file
hosting/storage platform3 Dropbox to download its C&C settings. While it is difficult to detect
this, it can be done via network patterns but the occurrence of false positives is likely. We
recommend IT administrators to decrypt the cipher text and get the domains it leads to so as to
block it immediately.
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Install Anti-malware Solutions
Anti-malware solutions can protect systems from malicious files, such as backdoors, by detecting
it on infected systems and blocking malicious URLs where users download the malicious files
from. Anti-malware solutions that have Web reputation services can block access to C&C
servers and other malicious URLs. It stops threats from proliferating at the endpoint level.
There are instances when attackers also leverage instant messaging applications and free email
services as part of evasion tactics. Similarly, anti-malware software can identify malicious links
coming from instant messages, emails, social networking sites, and websites, thus preventing
users from having access to it. Email reputation services in anti-malware solutions can also
detect spammed messages that may contain malicious file attachments.
Only anti-malware solutions with file reputation services, together with network IDSs and
intrusion prevention systems (IPSs), can aid in the detection of port reuse, a common backdoor
technique that refers to listening to any open port and reuses it.

Targeted attacks often employ consistent network indicators. With this, IT administrators are
recommended to monitor the network traffic4 that can help identify command-and-control
communications. However, as discussed here, attackers use a wide array of backdoor techniques that
may include the use of legitimate or normal protocols like HTTP, making it difficult for IT administrators
to detect targeted attacks. The best practice is still to assume compromise.
Apart from the suggested recommendations above, enterprises can secure their network through simple
network defense.5 For instance, they can tag services with protocols that don’t have ports as suspicious.
Note that applications and services use protocols and definite ports. As such, IT administrators should
look for unknown protocols and close unused ports in the network to prevent abuse.
Attackers often use social engineering tactics to lure users into opening and executing email file
attachments that could lead to network infiltration. A basic step like checking file attributes—too many
spaces in the file name, more than two file extensions, and mismatched file types and names, among
others—should rouse suspicion. Check also if there is any presence of Tor in the network. Threat actors
use this to remain anonymous and hide their tracks.
In the data exfiltration stage, threat actors employ HTTP packets to send in information. As such, it is
highly recommended to check if these contain information.
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Another recommendation6 is to regularly patch and update systems and applications because attackers
often leverage tried-and-tested vulnerabilities in order to infiltrate the network. Case in point, Windows
common controls (addressed in MS12-027) remains to be the favored target vulnerability of threat actors.
PLEAD is one of the many campaigns that used this vulnerability to infiltrate attackers’ target networks.
IT administrators should also regularly check/monitor their network as well as control ghost machines or
devices brought by employees and are connected to the network. It is recommended that enterprises have
security solutions with virtual patching capabilities that can protect servers7 and endpoints8 from any
attacks leveraging vulnerabilities.
Enterprises also need a Custom Defense solution9 that has advanced threat protection that can perform
network-wide monitoring to detect zero-day malware, malicious communications, and attacker behaviors.
This robust security technology should use shared indicator of compromise (IoC) intelligence to detect,
analyze, adapt, and respond to attacks that are invisible to standard security defenses.
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